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Rumsfeld hadrons:

1. known knowns
2. known unknowns
3. unknown unknowns



Rumsfeld leptons:

...
4. unknown knowns



" and each year we discover " and each year we discover 

a few more of those..."a few more of those..."



µ

TIMELINE OF PARTICLE DISCOVERYTIMELINE OF PARTICLE DISCOVERY

UP TO 2002UP TO 2002

mesons: in summary table                          +
baryons: in summary table (**** or ***)   +
leptons                                                              +
bosons: photon, W, Z0



µ breaking news !



hadron spectroscopy 2003 ->hadron spectroscopy 2003 ->

     new states in PDG RPP

        [count in January, published in June]:

• 2004: + 10   (in summary table)

• 2006: + 9                   "

• 2008: + ?

        from arXiv I counted 14 new states

        in 2006



hadron spectroscopy in 2006hadron spectroscopy in 2006
B 23-OCT: b, 4 states, CDF  [new]

M 23-OCT: Bs(1)(5829), CDF

M 23-OCT: confirm Bs*(2)(5840), CDF [confirmation}

M 10-OCT: e+e--> + - (2S) broad structure (4320) BaBar

M 07-OCT: 1--(2175) meson, BaBar

B 24-AUG: c*, BaBar

B 16-AUG: JP of c(2880)=5/2
+, Belle

M 10 AUG: Ds(J)(2700), Belle

B 04-AUG: precise masses of c(2654) and c(2815), Belle

B 23-JUL: m, W, J of 0(1690), BaBar

B 22-JUL: confirm c(2980) and c(3077), BaBar

M 27-JUL: precise mass of Ds(1)(2536), BaBar

M 27-JUL: Ds(2856) and also (2688), BaBar

B 22-JUN: c(2980) and c(3077), Belle

B 16-JUN: -, J=3/2, BaBar

M 29-APR: (730), JINR bubble chamber

B 25-MAR: ?c (2940), BaBar

M 20-FEB: confirm Y(4260) found by BaBar, CLEO

14 new states in 2006, several more at HADRON07 (OCT)
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Seven at one blow:
the mass system of the + baryons

Paolo Palazzi

Abstract

Several + exotic baryon candidates have recently been identified using data from
the JINR  propane bubble chamber. The pK0

s invariant mass spectrum shows seven
resonant structures ranging from 1487 to 1980 MeV/c2, including the already
established (1540)+. In the present work the masses of the seven resonances are
found to be equally spaced by about 70 MeV/c2. This regularity is statistically
relevant, and is compatible with an overall particle mass quantization scheme.
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No. Mexp ± Mexp, exp ± exp  ± significance

MeV/c2 MeV/c2 MeV/c2 S.D.
1   1487 ± 10 2.9

2 1540 ±  8  18.2  ± 2.1 9.2 ± 1.8 5.5

3  1613 ± 10 23.6  ± 6.0 16.1  ± 4.1 4.8

4   1690 ± 10 3.6

5  1750 ± 10 2.3

6   1821 ± 11  35.9 ± 12.0 28.90 ± 9.4 5.0

7  1980 ± 10 3.0

PDG RPP***PDG RPP:  —>  —>

!
1, 3-7 not in PDG RPP



2.   The 10 low-mass Dubna mesons

In 2002 physicists from a Dubna group reported evidence of 10
resonances seen in the + - mass spectrum , in the reaction np --> np + -

at a neutron incident momentum of 5.2 GeV/c in the 1-m HBC of LHE JINR
[4]. Such effects were not found in - 0 combinations from the reaction np -
-> pp - 0, and from that the authors deduce that the 10 resonances are all
I=0. The spin could be estimated only for 3 states, m = 418, 511 and 757,
and was found to be = 0.

On the basis of these results, the authors deduce that at least the 3
resonances listed above have quantum numbers IG(JPC) = 0+(0++) and may
be identified as 0 (sigma(0)) mesons. They then offer evidence that the
width of these three states is not in contradiction with a possible glueball
interpretation, and compare their results with other sigma(0) searches.

The entry of the PDG RPP [5] meson listings devoted the f(0)(600) a.k.a.
sigma(0), with its note on the scalar mesons, is for sure one of the most
intriguing of the whole book. Scalar resonances are experimentally difficult
to resolve and also to interpret, with the I=0, JPC=0++ being the most
complex sector, and the sigma(0) masses based on partial wave analysis
spanning a large interval from 400 to 1200 MeV/c2. At the La Thuile 2005
meeting BES reported a sigma(0) meson at 541 ± 39 MeV/c2, together with
a k meson (another problematic state) at 760 ± 20 ± 40.

The Dubna measurements discussed here promise to shed some light in
this obscure corner of the meson spectrum, based as they are on the
observed direct signals from resonances in the effective mass spectra of
the corresponding particle combinations, rather than through PWA. The
Dubna widths are however much smaller in comparison with those
extracted from PWA.

For convenience in what follows we will refer to the 10 Dubna mesons with
the short notation X1, X2, .. X10 ordered according to increasing mass
values.

3.   Analysis procedure

In what follows, relevant steps of the procedure already applied
successfully in [3] to each meson family to produce the results of figure 1b
will be used:

compute mass numbers  Pi: m i=Pi*u with a u-scan, varying u in the range
(33,38) to find the value of u corresponding to the best alignment on the
basis of the R2 correlation parameter, fit to compute u and its error;

perform a weighted fit with the measurement errors, check the chi-squared;

evaluate the goodness-of-fit  (p-value) by comparing the R2 of the fit with
the R2 distribution of random samples of the same count in the same mass
range.

Please refer to [3] for more details about the original analysis procedure,
and the definition of relevant statistical variables.

Fig. 2. The Dubna mesons: 2a, effective mass distribution of + - combinations
from the reaction np --> np + - at P(n) = 5.2 GeV/c, selected under the condition of
cos *(p) > 0, in the form of 10 Breit-Wigner resonance curves, minus a background
in the form of a superposition of Legendre polynomials up to the 9-th degree
inclusive; 2b, table with the properties of the 10 states (graph and table adapted
from [4], courtesy of the authors).

2b

2a

No. Mexp ± Mexp, MeV/c2 exp ± exp, MeV/c2 , µb S.D. J I

1  347 ± 12 36 ± 35  10 ± 5 2.9 0

2  418 ± 06 39 ± 13 26 ± 7 5.2 0 0

3 511 ± 12 40 ± 23 15 ± 6 3.5 0 0

4  610 ±  5 24 ± 13  5 ± 5 1.4 0

5  678 ± 17 16 ± 14  6 ± 4 2.0 0

6  757 ±  5 51 ± 15 38 ± 7 8.5 0 0

7  880 ± 12 45 ± 24 14 ± 5 4.8 0

8  987 ± 12 49 ± 36 11 ± 4 3.8 0

9 1133 ± 15 80 ± 30 10 ± 3 5.1 0

10 1285 ± 22 94 ± 30 10 ± 2 6.0 0

!

several not in PDG RPP



......  and several other statesand several other states

not listed in the not listed in the PDG RPP:PDG RPP:

•• the HyperCP boson at 214.13 MeV/cthe HyperCP boson at 214.13 MeV/c22

•• 10 S=1 baryonic resonances seen at JINR10 S=1 baryonic resonances seen at JINR

•• 17 narrow baryons seen at SPES3 and SPES417 narrow baryons seen at SPES3 and SPES4

 (SATURNE) (SATURNE)

•• and moreand more



(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

?

TIMELINE OF PARTICLE DISCOVERYTIMELINE OF PARTICLE DISCOVERY

fit with 3 logistic waves up to 2002



intermezzo: intermezzo: 

the logistic curvethe logistic curve



logistic curve: describes growthlogistic curve: describes growth

exponential:

dP(t) / dt = .P(t)

P(t) = .exp(  t)

logistic:       (Verhulst 1838)

dP(t) / dt = .P(t).(1 - P(t)/ )

P(t) =  / (1+ exp(- .(t- ))

S-curveS-curve



logistic curve: parametrizationlogistic curve: parametrization

P(t) =  / (1+ exp(- .(t- ))   : , , 

Saturation:        
Midpoint:          tm =  (growth=50%)
Growth Time:  t = ln(81)/ 
                         [10% -> 90%]

N(t) =  / (1+ exp(-(ln(81)/ t).(t-tm))



logistic logistic 

curve: curve: 

the guruthe guru



logistic curve software: Loglet logistic curve software: Loglet LabLab

Jesse Ausubel,
Perrin Meyer
et al.



(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

(4)  ...

tricky seriestricky series



µ

SARSSARS

•• Chinese Gvmt. liesChinese Gvmt. lies

•• WHO did not have a clueWHO did not have a clue



µ

FRENCH RIOTS 2005FRENCH RIOTS 2005

state of emergency on 8 November,state of emergency on 8 November,

when the riots were almost over:when the riots were almost over:

it had no effect!it had no effect!



example: example: 

discovery ofdiscovery of

chemical elementschemical elements

C. Marchetti (1985), C. Marchetti (1985), T. Modis (1992)T. Modis (1992)



(0) Saturation:     13
     Midpoint:       -1000
     Growth Time: 3000

 

(1)

(3)

(2)

(0)

(4) ...



µ

Cu                      Au                       Pb Cu                      Au                       Pb 

                      wave (0)                      wave (0)



(1) chemical

(3) nuclear
               synthesis

(2)      physical

new wavenew wave

corresponds tocorresponds to

new technologynew technology

(0) Saturation:    13 (subtracted)

(4)  ...



back back 

to particlesto particles



(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(4) Saturation:    ?



(1)

(2)

(3)



acceleratorsaccelerators



µ

(2)

(1)

ACCELERATORS TIMELINEACCELERATORS TIMELINE
2 waves



µ

(2)(1)

ACCELERATORS TIMELINEACCELERATORS TIMELINE



(1)

(2)

(3)

= 1958 + 7y

= 1965 + 8y

particles(2) = accelerators(1) + 7y
particles(3) = accelerators(2) + 8y

?



(1)

e p n µ , K

particles(1):

• stable or long-lived particles
• before accelerators
• some dates are debatable



back back 

to the 4th waveto the 4th wave



(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(4) Saturation:    ?

PARTICLES, THE 4th WAVE:PARTICLES, THE 4th WAVE:
how many new states?
a few dozens



whatwhat  

are the new hadrons are the new hadrons ??

• expected (known unknowns)
- mass values much more precise than predictions

• unexpected (unknown unknowns)
- very many: hybrids, molecules,..?  >> taxonomy is incomplete



wherewhere  

will the new stateswill the new states

 be discovered be discovered

??



hadron spectroscopy in 2006hadron spectroscopy in 2006
B 23-OCT: b, 4 states, CDF

M 23-OCT: Bs(1)(5829), CDF

M 23-OCT: confirm Bs*(2)(5840), CDF

M 10-OCT: e+e--> + - (2S) broad structure (4320) BaBar

M 07-OCT: 1--(2175) meson, BaBar

B 24-AUG: c*, BaBar

B 16-AUG: JP of c(2880)=5/2
+, Belle

M 10 AUG: Ds(J)(2700), Belle

B 04-AUG: precise masses of c(2654) and c(2815), Belle

B 23-JUL: m, W, J of 0(1690), BaBar

B 22-JUL: confirm c(2980) and c(3077), BaBar

M 27-JUL: precise mass of Ds(1)(2536), BaBar

M 27-JUL: Ds(2856) and also (2688), BaBar

B 22-JUN: c(2980) and c(3077), Belle

B 16-JUN: -, J=3/2, BaBar

M 29-APR: (730), JINR bubble chamber

B 25-MAR: ?c (2940), BaBar

M 20-FEB: confirm Y(4260) found by BaBar, CLEO

USA, Japan, Russian Federation; not much in W. Europe



CDF



BaBar
runs until SEP 2008

end of HEP at SLAC



European labs did not
contribute much to
the 4th wave, and do
not consider hadron
spectroscopy for the
future, apart from...



µ

2012



µ

2008 ->



why why 

is hadron spectroscopyis hadron spectroscopy

relevantrelevant

??



is it because is it because 

particle physics isparticle physics is

schizophrenic*schizophrenic*

??

[*] as suggested in a previous [*] as suggested in a previous talk talk 

by Mohammed El Naschieby Mohammed El Naschie



atomic physics timelineatomic physics timeline

CHEMISTRY
1808 Dalton: chemistry is atomic

TAXONOMY
1869 Mendeleyev: periodic table

ENERGY LEVELS
1885 Balmer: spectral rules
1890 Rydberg: extended spectral rules

CONSTITUENTS
1987 Thomson: electron

MODEL
1907 Lenard: model with (+,-) charges
1904 Nagaoka: planetary model
1913 Bohr: model of the H atom

THEORY
1925 Heisenberg: matrix (QM)
1926 Schroedinger: equation (QM)
1926 Schroedinger: H atom
1927: Heitler and London, quantum theory explains chemical bonding
1928 Dirac: equation



particle physics timelineparticle physics timeline

CHEMISTRY
1963 quark-based CKM: accurate, but mixed-up

TAXONOMY
1961 SU(X) multiplets: plausible but incomplete

ENERGY LEVELS (MASSES)
lots of data, but no rules:
1962-64 GMO and 1962 Chew-Frauschi plot,
m2 rules (?), no longer quoted by the PDG

CONSTITUENTS
1969 partons  (.. = quarks, undeconfinable)

MODEL
1964 quark "model" evolved from taxonomy, clunky

THEORY
197x, blessed in 2004: perfect, but ...

?
?



current situation:current situation:

•• big projects late or in troublebig projects late or in trouble

•• signs of saturationsigns of saturation

•• cognitive timeline is paradoxicalcognitive timeline is paradoxical

butbut

•• many new unexpected hadronsmany new unexpected hadrons

time for a change of paradigm?time for a change of paradigm?



suggestions:suggestions:

•• invest in hadron spectroscopyinvest in hadron spectroscopy

•• measure masses and lifetimes measure masses and lifetimes 

preciselyprecisely

•• study hadron systematicsstudy hadron systematics

•• try out new modelstry out new models

•• understand Cabibbo K Munderstand Cabibbo K M

•• ....



we know quite a lot,we know quite a lot,

but we understandbut we understand

very little!very little!  

the current situation inthe current situation in

particle physics:particle physics:



Thank YouThank You

andand

Good LuckGood Luck

!!




